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1 - Liquid crystal displays (LCDs)

2 - Nematic liquid crystals

LCDs are now ubiquitous in every aspect of modern life.
Televisions, computer monitors, mobile phones and tablets are
used every day by most of the world’s population.

Liquid crystals are materials that possess additional
phases of matter (beyond the well-known phases of
solids, liquids and gases) that display crystalline ordering
in a liquid phase. The most common liquid crystal phase
used in LCDs is the nematic liquid crystal (nematic) phase.
In the nematic phase, constituent molecules are rod-like
and locally align along a common direction, often called
an anisotropic axis. Nematics have dielectric properties
that allow them to interact with electromagnetic fields,
making them perfect for use in a display.

A modern commercialised LCD requires the combination of
several layered components:
metal casing
Optical film
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Colour filter ●
Nematic liquid
●
crystal layer

Rod-like molecule of a commonly used nematic
called “5CB”, which was first synthesised in the UK.
[molecular structure taken from Wikipedia]

The constituent molecules (shown by red ellipsoids) and phase
transitions of a liquid crystal material with increasing temperature.
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Photograph of the nematic phase
viewed under a microscope.

The nematic liquid crystal layer is used to control the emission
of light through each pixel of the device.

Nematic liquid crystal

Isotropic liquid
temperature

Phase transition

[http://lcmicroscopy.weebly.com/lcphotogallery.html]

Phase transition

3 - The one drop filling (ODF) method

4 - The ODF mura

A common process used to manufacture the nematic layer within an LCD is called the One Drop Filling (ODF) method. The method can be split
into a number of stages:

During the ODF method spurious optical defects, which are known as the
ODF mura, can occur. For many LCDs, the ODF mura may recover over
time, however, for some the ODF mura is “locked-in” and the LCD is left
unfit for purpose.

1) The thin-film transistor is mounted on a
large glass or plastic substrate in vacuum
ready to begin the ODF process.

4) The colour filter mounted on a glass or
plastic substrate is lowered onto the
droplets.

2) The substrate is coated in the alignment
layer which imposes the desired orientation
of the nematic molecules.

5) Droplets are squeezed by the lowering
substrate.

3) Droplets of nematic are dispensed onto
the substrate and allowed to settle.

ODF mura viewed in a three-droplet ODF test cell (photograph provided
by Merck KGaA). An unwanted inverted “Y-shape” non-uniformity and a
radial non-uniformity is seen in the cell.

6) Droplets spread and coalesce with
neighbours to form a thin layer of nematic
ready for use in an LCD.

5 - How can mathematical modelling be used to understand the ODF method?

6 - The Ericksen-Leslie equations

Let us consider a simple mathematical model for the ODF method. We assume that each nematic
droplet in the ODF method can be approximated by a cylinder with constant volume V, radius R and
height H. As the upper substrate is lowered, the droplet's height decreases, the droplet's radius
increases, and the droplet's constant volume is conserved.

Motivated by the success of this initial model, we now explore a continuum theory for nematic liquid crystals,
known as the Ericksen-Leslie theory. The Ericksen-Leslie theory uses partial differential equations to describe the
interplay of the average nematic molecular orientation and fluid velocity. These equations allow researchers to
analyse the behaviour of nematic materials.

If we want to calculate the radial speed of the boundary of a cylindrical droplet, we can use the
mathematical tool of differential calculus to obtain the rate change of radius dR/dt. In particular, to
obtain the rate change of the radius dR/dt we differentiate the well-known equation for the volume
of a cylinder:

We can use the same approach to calculate the radial speed of the boundary for three cylindrical
droplets with constant volume V as a mathematical model for a three-droplet ODF test cell.

The Ericksen-Leslie equations were first derived by Professor Jerald Ericksen (right) and Professor Frank Leslie FRS
FRSE (left) [Atkin and Sluckin, Biogr. Mems Fell. R. Soc. 49 (2003) 315-333]. We have formulated and analysed mathematical
models for various aspects of the ODF method using the Ericksen-Leslie equations. In particular, we have
analysed the flow during squeezed coalescence of several nematic droplets, a squeeze-film model for a single
nematic droplet and pressure-driven channel flow of nematic [1-4].

7 - Conclusions
Our mathematical analysis shows that flowdriven misalignment of the orientation of the
molecules in the substrate alignment layers
from their required orientation could play a
key role in the formation of ODF mura [1-4].

Our findings suggest methods to reduce the occurrence of
ODF mura. For example:

Spreading nematic

Our findings allow us to suggest methods
to reduce the occurrence of ODF mura in
future.

Radial boundary speed of droplets
(lighter regions show higher speed)

Using this model, we plot the radial speed
of the boundary for three cylindrical
droplets as the droplets spread over the
substrate. We see a striking qualitative
similarity in our model for the radial
boundary speed of the droplets and the
photographs of the ODF mura [1]. This
model, therefore, suggests a strong link
between areas of high radial boundary
speed and the positions of the ODF mura.

● Increase the strength of the alignment layer

● Dispense droplets into a higher number of smaller droplets
Flow-driven misalignment of the
substrate alignment layer
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● Lower the upper substrate more slowly
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